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CONTROLS ASSOCIATED WITH THE SAFE SYSTEM OF WORK

CRITICAL CONTROLS QUESTIONS

A crane appointed person 
and/or supervisor is in place 

 � I know who the crane appointed person and supervisor is for my lift?

A crane lift plan is in place  � I have an authorised crane lift study plan for a high risk lift?

Temporary works, stability 
and ground-bearing 
pressure and verified 
for crane use (including 
suspended slabs/floors)

 � I have verified that the ground conditions are sufficient for this crane activity in 
accordance with the crane lift plan?

 � The ground conditions for this crane activity have been verified as sufficient in 
accordance with the crane lift plan?

 � The crane is set up in accordance with the original equipment manufacturer’s 
recommendations?

Cranes and lifting 
equipment inspected 
and certified before 
mobilisation and use

 � I have all the required reports for a tower crane?
 � My crane has a current crane safe approval and is authorised for use on this site? 
 � Is a current tag affixed to the lifting gear? 
 � The lifting gear is the safest option for the lift and aligned to the schedule of common 

lifts or lift study?
 � When not in use my lifting gear is stored away from the elements?

Soft slings are not in use  � Soft sling use is approved by the relevant senior business leader/project director and 
a permit in place?

Personnel involved in lifting 
operations are trained and 
competent

 � I am trained and deemed competent and approved to operate this crane or to 
conduct these dogging or rigging activities on this site?

 � My verification of competency (VOC) has been completed within the last 2 years?

Lifting operations are 
effectively managed

 � I have reviewed the safe work method statement (SWMS) to ensure: 
 - Lifting operations are effectively managed?
 - Other activities taking place on site at the same time as this lift have been 

considered?
 - Exclusion zones and barricades are in place?
 - Effective communications has been established between the crane and lifting crew?
 - Adverse weather is monitored?
 - Ground conditions checked daily? 

Plant is operated in a safe 
manner 

 � I understand the OEM requirements?
 � Any pick and carry operations I must have:

 - Vehicle management plan that I have read and understood 
 - Only use manufactures supplied attachments and load charts for jibs 
 - Tele-handlers must have a calibrated load management indicator 
 - I am not using an articulated mobile crane (Franna)?

A Tower crane anti-
collision system is 
operation where there is a 
radius overlap 

 � Tower crane has anti-collision system installed, dedicated zoning system and it has 
been authorised by the crane appointed person?

 � I have a SWMS that defines the lockout of anti-collison and controls to manage risk of 
collision with other plant? 

Use these prompts to assist you in discussing the Critical Controls for each  
fatal and severe risk and how they relate to your work area.

This FSR Field Check only contains critical controls that can be checked in the field. 
Please refer to the FSR Control Standard for the full set of critical controls.

INTENT:  To eliminate or minimise the risks of fatalities, injuries and events 
arising from the use of cranes and lifting equipment
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